Charge:

The LC-PCC Task Group on Aggregates in Beta RDA Toolkit is charged to:

- Evaluate the instructions in Beta RDA Toolkit regarding aggregates and make recommendations on LC-PCC Policy Statements that might be needed for LC-PCC cataloging. The recommendations will address issues relating to all three types of aggregates: collection aggregate, augmentation aggregate, and parallel aggregate, regardless of the extension plan of the related aggregating work. They will address issues specific to cartographic images, performed music, moving images, and law materials. The group is not charged to write the actual policy statements, only to recommend the policies that should be followed.

- Identify any existing LC-PCC documentation (e.g., BSR, CSR, DCM Z1, NACO training materials, etc.) that might need revision to align with the group’s policy recommendations. The group is not charged to revise these documents, only to flag any areas it encounters in the course of its work that may need future attention.

- Identify any new documentation (e.g. Beta RDA Toolkit user-contributed documents, application profiles, etc.) that might need to be created in response to the group’s policy recommendations. The group is not charged to create this documentation, only to flag any areas it encounters in the course of its work that may need future attention.

The group should consider both bibliographic and authority data in its work. Particular attention should be paid to the practical decisions needed for implementing the Beta RDA Toolkit instructions in MARC and dealing with legacy data.

Reporting Lines:
The task group will report jointly to the LC Policy, Training, and Cooperative Programs Division (PTCP) and the PCC Policy Committee.

**Deliverables/Process:**

The Task Group should submit brief monthly progress reports, as well as a final report containing the group’s recommendations, to the PCC Chair. The monthly progress reports should identify any issues requiring input from PoCo. The final report should include indications of whether the recommendations represent the group’s unanimous opinion or majority opinion. Minority opinions may be included.

The PCC Chair will distribute the reports to the PCC Steering Committee. The LC representative to the PCC Steering Committee will then distribute the reports to the PTCP Division and the PCC Chair will distribute the reports to the PCC Policy Committee. The PCC Policy Committee will decide whether to approve the recommendations in the group’s final report. If the Policy Committee is unable to reach a decision, the PCC Steering Committee will make the decision. Decisions must be made in a timely manner to meet ALA Publishing deadlines.

LC staff will translate approved recommendations into LC-PCC Policy Statements and incorporate them into Beta RDA Toolkit. The task group’s final report, and the decisions of the PCC Policy Committee, will be posted on the PCC website and shared with the PCC community.

**Deadlines:**

- **August 1, 2019:** Task Group charge and membership finalized.
- **September 1, 2019:** Task Group submits first progress report to PCC Chair, who distributes to PCC Steering Committee. LC representative to the PCC Steering Committee distributes report to PTCP; PCC Chair distributes report to PCC Policy Committee.
- **October 1, 2019**: Task Group submits second progress report to PCC Chair, who distributes to PCC Steering Committee. LC representative to the PCC Steering Committee distributes report to PTCP; PCC Chair distributes report to PCC Policy Committee.

- **November 1, 2019**: Task Group submits final report to PCC Chair, who distributes to PCC Steering Committee. LC representative to the PCC Steering Committee distributes report to PTCP; PCC Chair distributes report to PCC Policy Committee.

- **November 8, 2019**: PCC Policy Committee makes decisions on Task Group recommendations.

- **November 15, 2019**: PCC Chair communicates PCC Policy Committee decisions on Task Group recommendations.

- **December 6, 2019**: LC staff finish writing LC-PCC Policy Statements and incorporating them into Beta RDA Toolkit content management system.

**Members:**

The task group will have two LC members (appointed by LC) and three PCC members (appointed by the PCC Policy Committee). It will be co-chaired by one of the LC members and one of the PCC members. Additional members may be appointed (e.g. to gain needed expertise) but it is recommended that the total number of members be an odd number. The task group is encouraged to consult externally as needed rather than appointing additional members.

- **LC members**: Paul Frank (co-chair), Damian Iseminger

- **PCC members**: Nancy Lorimer (co-chair, Stanford), John Hostage (Harvard), Kevin Randall (Northwestern)
- **Consultant:** Greta de Groat (Stanford)
- **Desired expertise:** Monograph (multipart and single part) and serials expertise; music, law, and map expertise; strong understanding of IFLA-LRM model.